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ARABIC DIALECTS OF CENTRAL ASIA: 

INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT TENDENCIES OF ARABIC 


LANGUAGE MATERIAL 


Preface. The Central Asian Arabic dialects - Bllkhara (BAD) and Qashqa
darya (QAD) belong to the eastern group of Arabic dialects. They are spoken in 
the territory of modem Uzbekistan . BAD is spoken by the population of the 
qishlaqs: Jogar" Chaghdare

d 
Shohan-beg, Ghijdllvan area, Bukhara region, as 

well as the qishlaq Arab Khana , Wobkend region, whereas QAD is spoken in 
the qishlaqs Jeynau and Qamashi , Beshkend region, North - West of Qarshi. 
According to our onsite observation, BAD is spoken by approximately 3000 
people in the given qishlaqs at present, whereas up to 1500 people know the 
QAD. At the same time, the Arab population in residential areas greatly exceeds 
the number of native speakers. 

Important studies were devoted to Central Asian Arabic dialects by G. 
Tsereteli (1941 , 1956), I. Vinnikov (1962, 1963), Y. Akhvlediani (1985), O. 
J astrow (2005) and others. 

The works by these scholars are largely devoted to the study of the Central 
Asian Bukhara dialect. This, in the present writer's view, is due to the existence 
of rich dialectological material reflective ofBukhara Arabic in scholarly use, the 
credit for which goes to Acad. G. Tsereteli and Prof. I. Vinnikov. 

The present work aims at filling this gap. Dialectological material was 
obtained during our scholarly missions in Central Asia in the qishlaqs Jeinau 
and Qamashi, the city ofQarshi, Qashqa-darya region, in 1980, 1986 and 2000. 
Working with informants, the present writer tried to record the speech of people 
of different age and sex, with a good command of Arabic. The people with 
poor knowledge of the Arabic language were also recorded, whose speech was 
considerably interspersed with Uzbek and Tajik idioms. 

Centuries-old isolation from the Arabic world is an important peculiarity 
of Central Asian Arabic dialects. QAD and BAD developed independently of the 
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Arabic world, torn from their native linguistic environment, over a long period of 
time. A significant linguistic picture has resulted from the development ofArabic 
dialects in the non-identical linguistic environment, when they co-existed, bcing 
in linguistic contact with the Indo-European (Tajik, Dari) and Turkic (Uzbek, 
Turkmen) languages over centuries. This favored the development oftriglossia in 
Central Asia - nowadays the majority of the population of Bukhara and Qashqa
darya regions speaks and makes wide use of the Tajik and U7bek languages, 
along with their native Arabic. It should also be noted that of the non-native 
languages, Bukhara Arabs speak Taj ik more fluently, whereas Qashqa-darya 
Arabs use Uzbek with more fluency. Historical, geographic, social and other 
extra linguistic factors played an important role in the development of Central 
Asian Arabic dialects and they are taken into account in the program of research 
into these dialects. 

The complex study of the Central Asian Arabic dialects takes the following 
directions : 

I. The oldest phonological, grammatical and lexical features of Arabic 
language, preserved in the dialects, - important from the prospect of the history 
of Arabic and, in general, Semitic languages. 

II. Internal development tendencies of Arabic language materia! isolated 
from the Arab World Arabic Dialects. 

m. Development of linguistic peculiarities as a result of contacts with 
non-kindred Indo-European and Turkic languages. 

IV The role of extra linguistic factors in the development of Central Asian 
Arabic Dialects. . 

Central Asian Arabic dialects contain extremely wealthy materials for the 
study of the tendencies of the development of Semitic languages. Below are 
given some linguistic peculiarities of QAD and BAD important from the point of 
view of the historical morphology of Arabic language and internal development 
tendencies of Arabic linguistic material. 

The Root. It is typical for the root structure of nouns and verbs to have a 
tendency to restore three consonants: ke avbar < ke <abar - "he lived", rowd < 
rod < 'are,j - "ground"; 

kain ma kiHn f'i qadil11i waxt esqc zamon fad boy ke avbar. 
"Once upon a til1le there lived one Be)' il1 old times ". 
hat poso ki-sor, U)3d abLi rowden posoya insotr i-hankit ge 'oniya misor. 
"When he became a Pasha, ill his/ather :, country was famine ". 
Indicative Pronoun. The following indicative pronouns in BAD: had, 

hadi, hat, halan may have Syrian origins. The adequate form of hiilan « Syr. 

halen) in Literary Arabic is ha'ula'i. Rarely we find beside hal the fonn han. We 
find the existence of hal as a demonstrative pronoun in Central Asian Arabic very 
important in Arabic, generally from the viewpoint of establishing the definite 
article genesis. 
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The old Syrian or Jacobite (West Syrian) forms are: hana, hade, hillen, 
hanull (comp. Arab. haga, hagihi, ha'ula'i, galika). In Bukhara Dialect we have 
haw (comp. galika) and hanen (comp. tilka). The demonstrative pronouns hnd, 
hadi, hat, hal/han represent changed fonus of the adequate Syrian pronouns. 

We can suppose that the existence of original Syrian forms in Bukhara 
dialect, as well as in other Arabic dialects (for example in Syrian Arab dialects), 
is a result of language interactions in the early period of development of Arabic 
dialects, when Arabic language integrated with local languages and created 
Arabic dialects. Therefore such dialects represent the speech of non-Arabs. 
Many people accepted and made it their own Arabic, but also maintained fonns 
from their pre-existent native language. 

Arab Dialects were bom and were developing in two directions. If Bedouin 
speech of the Arabian Desert and neighboring lands represents the next step of 
language development for the pre-Islamic popUlation, then the dialects of Iraq, 
Syria, Palestine and Egypt, as well as of other places of Eastcm Arab population, 
represent a result of mix of old Arabic dialects with local languages due to Arab 
conquests. 

Consequently, it is possible, that the Arabs who settled in Central Asia 
brought fOnTIS of demonstrative pronouns typical of Syrian (Aramaic), which 
was functional in their dialects. 

Personal Pronouns. The following are the independcnt personal pronouns 
inQAD: 

Singular: 3 m. haw/zok, 3 f. hay/zTka; 2 In. inta, 2 f. inti; 1 ana. 
Plural: 3 m. zikI6n/ziklonat!z6kat, 3 f. ziWu1l1a; 2 m. intO/intuwat, 2 f. 

intinna; 1 naJ:lI1a/na~nat. 
In the 3rd person sing. and pl., also in the 2nd and I Sl persons pI. there are 

the following paraliel fOnTIs: haw/zoksing. m. hay/zTka sing. f., zikI6n/zikI6nat! 
z6kat pl. m., intli/intuwat pi In., nahna/na1;nat pI. 

The functional frequency of haw/hay (sing. ]Cd person) is very low. These 
forms appear in the dialect mostly with the negative particle ma: rna-haw, ma
hay. Usually in the dialect we have zak/zlka in sing. ]Cd person. As for plural, 
3rJ person, we have three fOnTIs: ziklon, zikloniit, zokiH. ziklon3t is formed by 
means of the double plural (ziklon + at). As for zakat, it is formed by adding 
the plural marker at to the singular fonn of the 3rd person zak. 

In the first person we have the altemation of nai)na with nai)nat, where 
l1al)nat is a double fonn of pluraL In QAD, functional frequency of this form is 
very high. 

Formation of Plural. The plural in the QAD is formed mainly with the 
suffix - at. This rule applies both to fem. and masc. nouns. Rarely, to build plurals, 
masc. nouns take the suffix -in, and fem. nouns - the sufflx yam or am: hamrayarn 
- "gold coins" (Chikovani 2006-2007: 32). Broken plural forms: imtar - "rains" 
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are also preserved in the dialect. The double plural is characteristic too: farasTnat 
- "horses ", im~arat - "rains". 

In many cases the forms of broken plurals have the meaning of singulars: 
~l1hur - "sons-in-law". A number of broken plural forms in the Classical Arabic 
are used in singular as well. Among them are fu'uljfu'ul and fi'al constructions, 
which are present in Central Asian as well. The abovementioned examples from 
Central Asian Arabic clearly show that in literary Arabic the fonns of broken 
plural with plural connotation, such' iyal - "sons ", qubur - "graves" and ~l1hur 
- "sons-in-law" carry singular meanings in dialect. We can suppose that Central 
Asian Arabic reflects the old case with regards to development of the language. 
According to the presenting material we can assume that forms C1UC2UC)/ 
C]UC2UC1 and C]iC2aC) initially express the singular fonn and gained the Plural 
meaning in the following stage of the language development process. 

Forms with the endings - in/il1 are widespread in BAD, they are found 
between the modifier and the modified, constituting a certain linking element. 
For instance: kalbll1 kbTr - "big dug ", such nunation is typical of the Qashqa
darya dialect as well: l)oit[l1 gdTd - "new house ". 

Reflexive Pronoun. The word rlih - "solil" is used as a reflexive pronoun 
with the particle db/ib < bi: dbrCihijibriihi - "he/himself', dbruhna/ibrlihna 
"we/ourselves ". In QAD between the paIiicle bi (b) and rul~ (ral.1a) appears d: 
budral)a - "he himsel/,,: 

i~geinau sayb6ni ademia( kisir hast, budral~a 'arab. 

"There are a lot 0/ Shayban people in Jeinau. Thev (ire themselves 


[himself) Arabs ". 
nal).nat ib-ruhna 'amal hamikiya insu . "We are doing the work like this". 
Derivative Forms. There are all derivative forms from the second to the 

tenth, with the exception of the ninth. Activity, intensity, direction, conative, 
causative and the meaning of the passive voice are conveyed by the means of the 
derivative forms. At thc same time the derivative forms are not fonned from any 
verb. The forms attested in BAD and QAD do reflect the linguistic potential of 
word building rather than of form building. A similar tendency is characteristic 
of other Arabic dialects as well. 

The fOUlih form in Central Asian Arabic, which is rarely encountered in 
Arabic dialects, appears in the shape of an(a < a'ta (comp. Syriac anra, Iraqi 
an\a: boy binta mil n\il - "The Bey did not give his daughter", togir i~zoka 

IIIaI kisir an~a - "The merchant gave him a lot ofmoney (merchandise) ". 
The tendency towards the disappearance ofthe distinction between long and 

short vowels is noticeable in QAD. This brings about the overlapping of the second 
and third f0I111S on the one hand and of the fifth and sixth fonns on the other. There 
are also cases of conveying by one verbal fonn the lexical mcanings of the paired 
fonns. Thc number of sllch cases in the dialect is gradually increasing, e. g.: 'ayyan 
- I.; "estahlished": 2. "looked ot (s'IJ1/J .. smth,) ". takatteb - l. "to align in collimlls 
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(oneself-with) ", compo amlr timOr 'aser fadhat alf 'askar takatteb - "Timur Lenlc 
aligned eleven thousand warriors (in columns) "; 2. "Kept correspondence with ". 
Nevertheless the second and third fonns and the fifth and sixth forms are attested 
in the QAD. As the analysis clarifies, in such cases mostly such fonns occur for 
which in the literary Arabic language it is impossible to find phonetically close 
morphological fonnations, e.g.: (azzal (II) - "separatedfighlillg persons ", taxer 
(Ill) - "was proud", tafattam (V) - "learnt Sl17lh. "; ta'arak (VI) - "quarreled", 
"fought ". As already noted, the enumerated verbs in the Ii terary Arabic language 
are not represented respectively in the third, second, sixth and fifth fonns. It should 
be noted here that the presence of long vowels in verbal forms and also in other 
Arabic words in QAD is probably due to various factors . The most important 
among them, in the author's view, is the accent. The tendency towards preserving 
the traditional pronunciation of Arabic words, which unconsciously is conveyed 
through generations, is also to be taken into account. 

At the same time "the Iranian and Turkic influence have enriched the 
language quite considerably and lifted it far above the ordinary Arabic dialect 
type"... (Jastrow 2005: 137). 

The Verbal Particle mImi in BAD. The formation of the imperfect verbs 
in BAD differs from QAD by using the verbal particle mimi. We have similar 
particles b, m in Egyptian, Palestinian and Syrian dialects. The etymology of this 
particle maybe related with Arabic particle bi. In Bukhara dialect the presence of 
article mi in imperfective fonns may be related with the influence of Persian mi 
as well. But it seems doubtful that such grammatical borrowing has taken place 
as the result of linguistic contacts between Tajik and Arabic dialect. In Persian 
this mi particle is used with the verb forms not only in present, but also in past 
(Tsereteli 1941: 141). As for BAD, the mentioned particle is used in the fonns 
of imperfect and it is more acceptable to be explained on the basis of the internal 
development ofArabic dialect. It may be supposed that the particle mimi was in 
use by the Arabs of Bukhara region when they came to Central Asia. Examples: 

- fad waxt misor, duk'iyal gidamu milimihun - muqOl: - ana qarlbiya 
men dunia ma'ber. 

"The time has passed [and} he is calling his kids saying to them: "/lI'ill 
pass awayfrom this world soon ". 

- ana ileykum fat nagzia masu himil mantikum. 
"/ 'II give you enough [ofgood quality} jood (load) ". 
Transition of Verb kana into Suffix. In the speech ofBukhara and Qashqa

darya Arabs the verb kana - "to be" has evolved into the suffix k. In such cases, 
the verbs in the ]"d person, m. g., sing. are equipped with suffix k: gadak - "he 
was going (moving) ". E, g.: 

poso salas iOm i~darb gadak. "Pasha was goingfor three days ". 
xilaf boy i~bet rOhu gak . "Then the Bey came back himself 

10 (his) house ". 
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For the formation of Plusquampel!ect to the verb ga'a, the active 
participle of the verb kana - keyyin/koin is added. So we have in QAD ga' 
keyyin - "obviously he came" (Tsereteli 1941: 143). In the speech of Jogari I 
have recorded gakkin « ga'a kii'in) and gadakin/gadakkll1 « gada kii'in). 

As a result of the loss of final n and afterward long i in BAD we have 
gak and gaddak. These forms are absent in QAD, but the presence of keyyin 
in ga' keyyin in the aforementioned dialect helps us to explain the phenomena 
ofgakand gaddak in Bukhara Arabic. As a result we see that ga'a and gada are 
equipped in the yd person, m. g., sing. witb the sufRx k, which in many cases 
residue of active participle of kana. 

The shortening of the verbs kana and gada and their transferring into 
verbal suffix is the result of internal development or verbal structure in Central 
Asian Arabic dialects. 

The Transitive Verb's Objective Structure. The transitive verbs in 
BAD are always equipped with pronominal affixes which express the objectives. 
Usually the objectives are presented in the sentence, but even if they are absent, 
in any case the verb is always equipped with pronominal affix: 

har6mi i~bet daxal, XCl xazah. 

"The vagabond entered the house [and} took the string (took it) ". 

boy i~hal ademi rossa. gassah. ugub zoka illay xallasni. 

"The Bey cut o.ff the head ofa man [his head!. then he saved me ". 

It is obvious that pronominal suffixes of tbe verb are expressing objectives 


by transforming into objective suffixes . Such objective structure we have in some 
languages unrelated to Semitic languages, like Caucasian languages (Tsereteli 
1941: 143). The expression of verb valency by means of the markering of the 
objecti ves is one of the interesting pecu liarities of verb formation of Central 
Asian Arabic dialects. In many cases in the rccorded material we see that the 
verbs are markered by objective suffixes which are, in origin, pronominal affixes. 
So, transitive verbs in our dialects express two persons: subject and object. This 
linguistic phenomenon may be cxplained as the tendcncy of internal development 
of verb structure in Central Asian Arabic. 

The Tense: "Present Tndefinite". The formation of the "Present 
Indefinite" is a result of thc internal development of Central Arabic linguistic 
material (Chikovani 2002: 114) . In QAD the "Present Indefinite" is formed by 
adding to the masdar of the first form the auxiliary verb sawa - "to do smth." in 
imperfect and corresponding person, e.g.: 'ammalan isi - "he works (usually) ", 
rakaban asi - "J break in horses {0/1 the lvhole (usllally) ": 

ana ibjuhi ademiyat 'ammalan asi afarmid. 
"[Mv work is} (0 give [and) (0. register '/Jejobjor (he people ". 
zoka i~bLlxoro hast, rakaban isi . 
"He is il1 Bukh(//'{/ busy with breaking o/rhe horses ". 
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'-Past Indefinite". "Past Indeflnite" is formed by means of the active 
participle and prol1ominal suffixes: saribni - "I drank ", ma sami' ni - "~I heard ". 
This tense has developed in Central Asian Arabic under the influence of Turkish 
language (TsereteJi 1941: 142): 

l11uya poso inti sarabti? - ana ma saribni . 
''Have you drunk the Pasha:~ lvater? - [No]. I did not drink ". 
i~gappat poso ana ma sami( ni. '1 did" '[ hear the Pasha:y words ". 
"Complex (Immediate) Future". "Complex (Immediate) Future" is 

formed by the adding of the prefix til to the verb in imperfective: ta-nogdi 
"/et:~ go now", ta-Iloxuz - "/et:'i take [it] ". The particle ta is originated from 
Arabic I~atta: 

way ~al)riyya llama walad ik6k6yata igul : - Ui-nogdi il-bozor. 
"In the l7Iorning the huy soys 10 his brothers: "LeI \ go to Ihe bazaar". 
boy binta illama walad xuttorll1 sawa, - ta-nokul al-palaw zika ihama itgOI. 
''The Bey sdoughIer inviled the boy saying [to him r "Let:~ eat the pilaf". 
"The Present Definite". The present definite conveys a continuous, 

prolonged action. To a certain extent it resembles the English "Present 
Continuous". The indicated tense is f0l111ed in the QAD by adding active 
participle fOnllS of the verb nam to a f01'1ll of the imperfect (Tsereteli 1941: 142), 
e.g.: itbub. nayilll - "(sl71h.) is now baking (.I'm/Ii.) ", n6kul Jlayiminni - "we're 
now ea/ing ". It should be noted here that the participle of the auxiliary verb nam 
is frequently supplied with a pronominal suffix: 

akramkul wenO? - ha, igl nailll. "f1Ihere is AIa'amkul? - [Here is} 
he, coming ". 

ies saweytum? - nokul naiminni. Whol are YOll doing?
We are eoting now". 

Conclusion. The objectives of the above study outline characteristics 
of Central Asian Arabic important to the research history of Arabic language 
and its development. Lnlemal development of Arabic linguistic material shows 
grammatical formation on the different level of the language. There is the 
tendency of word-fonnation us well. The specifics of Central Asian Arabic 
dialects are mainly caused by the absence of the influence of Classical Arabic 
and its dialects. The linguistic contacts are visible on the different levels of the 
I inguistic structure of the mentioned dialects. 
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